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DISCLAIMER - IMPORTANT NOTICE: Please read the following notice carefully before proceeding to read this White Paper 

document prepared by the Team (the “White Paper”). This notice applies to all persons who read this document. Please note this notice may be 

altered or updated. The White Paper has been prepared solely in respect of the Team's crowdsale of the DOX tokens (“ICO”). No shares or other 

securities of the Team are being offered for subscription or sale in any jurisdiction pursuant to the White Paper. The White Paper is being made 

publicly available for information purposes only and does not require any action to be taken by the general public or shareholders of the Team. The 

White Paper does not constitute an offer or invitation to any person to subscribe for or purchase shares, rights or any other securities in the Team. 

The shares of the Team are not being presently offered to be, registered under the Securities Act of any country, or under any securities laws of any 

state. Team reserves the right to price the Tokens at its sole discretion and sell them at any discount or premium in relation to the Tokens ICO prices 

or any market price. The Team reserves the right to sell its reserve Tokens to any eligible buyers, including but not limited to, buyers of Team’s 

on-boarding cloud services, cryptocurrency buyers, Team’s shareholders and any affiliates of the above. The Team reserves the right to, at its sole 

discretion, create and/or activate the maximum amount of Tokens (specified in the White paper), including the reserve Tokens, and make them 

commercially available to the general public either directly or any via eligible agents, including cryptocurrency exchanges and trading facilitators 

worldwide. The Team states that all Token market capitalization and inventory calculations and valuations will be performed independently by 3rd 

parties and it shall not assume any responsibility whatsoever for such calculations and valuations. THE TOKENS REFERRED TO IN THIS WHITE 

PAPER HAVE NOT BEEN REGISTERED, APPROVED, OR DISAPPROVED BY THE US SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION, ANY 

STATE SECURITIES COMMISSION IN THE UNITED STATES OR ANY OTHER REGULATORY AUTHORITY NOR HAVE ANY OF THE 

FOREGOING AUTHORITIES EXAMINED OR APPROVED THE CHARACTERISTICS OR THE ECONOMIC REALITIES OF THIS TOKEN 

SALE OR THE ACCURACY OR THE ADEQUACY OF THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS WHITE PAPER UNDER, THE U.S. 

SECURITIES ACT OF 1933 AS AMENDED, OR UNDER THE SECURITIES LAWS OF ANY STATE OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA OR 

ANY OTHER JURISDICTION. PURCHASERS OF THE TOKENS REFERRED TO IN THIS WHITE PAPER SHOULD BE AWARE THAT THEY 

BEAR ANY RISKS INVOLVED IN THE PURCHASE OF TOKENS, IF ANY, FORANINDEFINITEPERIODOFTIME. 

 

FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS: Some of the statements in the White Paper include forward-looking statements that reflect the Team's 

and/or the Management current views with respect to product development, execution roadmap, financial performance, business strategy and 

future plans, both with respect to the Team and the sectors and industries in which the Team operates. Statements that include the words ''expects'', 

''intends'', ''plans'', ''believes'', ''projects'', ''anticipates'', ''will'', ''targets'', ''aims'', ''may'', ''would'', ''could'', ''continue'' and similar statements are 

of a future or forward-looking nature. All forward-looking statements address matters that involve risks and uncertainties. Accordingly, there are or 

will be important factors that could cause the Group's actual results to differ materially from those indicated in these statements. These factors 

include but are not limited to those described in the part of the White Paper entitled ''Risk Factors'', which should be read in conjunction with the 

other cautionary statements that are included in the White Paper. Any forward-looking statements in the White Paper reflect the Group's current 

views with respect to future events and are subject to these and other risks, uncertainties and assumptions relating to the Group's operations, results 

of operations and growth strategy. These forward-looking statements speak only as of the date of the White Paper. Subject to industry-acceptable 

disclosure and transparency rules and common practices, the Team undertakes no obligation publicly to update or review any forward-looking 

statement, whether as a result of new information, future developments or otherwise. All subsequent written and oral forward-looking statements 

attributable to the Team or individuals acting on behalf of the Team are expressly qualified in their entirety by this paragraph. Prospective buyers of 

the DOX token should specifically consider the factors identified in the White Paper that could cause actual results to differ before making a 

purchase decision. No statement in the White Paper is intended as a profit forecast and no statement in the White Paper should be interpreted to 

mean that the earnings of the Team for the current or future years would be as may be implied in this White Paper. By purchasing the DOX token I 

hereby acknowledge that I have read and understand the notices and disclaimers set out above. 



 
 

 

1. Summary 

1.1 Introduction 

DOX.Network is a decentralized Software-as-a-Service(SaaS) API platform application based 

on Block-Chain. Our goal is to apply the block chain technology and sharing economy 

business mode to all the chains of SaaS (such as Software, Cloud computing, Datastore and 

Business currency exchange, etc.). To decentralize the provisioning of SaaS, migrating from a 

global infrastructure operated by a small group of hyperscale service providers to a 

blockchain-based peer-to-peer infrastructure operated by millions of small individual 

providers and contributors of cloud resources. To simplify the use of professional SaaS for all 

levels of software users turning such services into a commodity product that is universally 

accessible and utilized by the general public. To monetize the new decentralized SaaS 

ecosystem with a dedicated cryptocurrency governed by a smart contract enabling 

automated and trusted reconciliation of payments between all peer-to-peer cloud services 

providers. 

The first milestone by establishing its simplified provisioning and setup of SaaS-API that can 

be easily operated by even the most SaaS Providers. As a second phase, DOX.Network 

intends to facilitate the creation of a globally decentralized SaaS API, allowing SaaS-based 

applications to automatically scale across millions of SaaS providers who are in fact 

individuals contributing small portions of their redundant office resources to become a part 

of the blockchain SaaS-API (thus effectively creating the new SaaS) and benefiting from 

continuous Provider income. 

The blockchain Ethereum-based DOX token is intended to become the standard currency for 



 
 

 

the emergent decentralized SaaS-Based ecosystem, governing contribution-based pro-rata 

payments, clearing and distribution of financial benefits to the new role players of the SaaS. 

The DOX blockchain system consists of users with wallets containing keys, transactions that 

are propagated across the network, and miners who produce (through competitive 

computation) the consensus blockchain, which is the authoritative ledger of all transactions.  

 

Ecosystem overview 

 

1.2 Background  

The Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) market is expanding rapidly, led by large SaaS corporations 

as well as smaller startups. According to research by the Synergy Research Group, the market 

is a high-growth one, with leading SaaS providers growing at about 32% YoY in Q4 2016. Q4 

revenues thus stand at a whopping $13 billion, a dominant trend that is expected to continue. 

Cloud computing offerings are of three types—Software-as-a-Service (SaaS), 

Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS), and Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS). SaaS leads the way, and 

will continue going ahead too. It is expected to account for nearly 60% of cloud spending by 



 
 

 

2020.  

Here are some of the key players driving this growth trend:  

Microsoft: Microsoft leads the enterprise SaaS segment ever since it overtook long-time 

leader Salesforce. It operates in the categories of collaboration and customer relationship 

management (CRM) and enjoys customers such as Rolls-Royce and GE Healthcare for its 

cloud offerings.  

Google: Google SaaS is in an enviable position, and exhibited the highest growth rate in Q4 

2016. Its G Suite collaboration and productivity suite, serving the likes of Verizon and HP, has 

done the search giant a world of good in securing its SaaS leadership position.  

Cisco: Leading the collaboration SaaS space alongside Microsoft and Google is Cisco. Aimed 

at improving performance and reducing costs, it secures and optimizes the hybrid IT world 

with its SaaS applications such as Cisco CloudCenter and Metacloud. 

Adobe: Adobe is known for its creative bent of offerings for a niche audience. Its Creative 

Cloud suite delivers on the needs of varying clients, from travel portals such as Travelocity to 

state governments such as the State of Hawaii.  

IBM: It offers a range of system infrastructure SaaS apps. Businesses can select from 150+ 

apps that come inbuilt with deep domain expertise and cognitive analytics capabilities to 

impart a competitive edge. Offerings spread across functionalities like marketing, talent 

management, CRM, and others.  

Workday: A human capital management solution vendor, it also offers financial management, 

professional services automation, and education management modules. Embedded with 

prism analytics, it helps simplify and streamline organizational challenges. Workday finds 



 
 

 

SaaS users in Netflix, Hewlett Packard Enterprise, and the Ohio State University.  

Zendesk: A relatively new entrant in the SaaS space in the year 2007, it operates in the CRM 

arena, empowering organizations by helping them understand customers better. Improving 

customer relationships has helped the company build a great client base in a short time, 

some of which are Tile, Everlane, and RentMoola.  

Oracle: One of the pioneers of ERP today, Oracle also doles out system infrastructure SaaS. 

Its cloud suite spans across customer insighting, human resource management, financial 

management, and sales and marketing, among others. Its embedded social, mobile, and 

analytics capabilities deliver value by boosting business performance across these areas.  

SAP: SAP is another long-standing leader in the ERP space. It made it big in the SaaS space 

with the release of its analytics platform, SAP Cloud for Analytics, in 2015. Operational on the 

SAP HANA cloud platform, it has wooed customers such as Adidas and Citrix.  

Intuit: A company that creates SaaS solutions focused on small and medium enterprises, it is 

primarily into accounting software. It started in 1934 and is headquartered in California, and 

now its niche operations have rendered it a leader.  

A number of leading players indicates that the enterprise SaaS market has attained a degree 

of maturity compared to IaaS and PaaS. Further growth is predicted, with Synergy estimating 

that the market will double in size over the next three years. 

New Q2 data from Synergy Research Group shows that the enterprise SaaS market grew 31% 

year on year to reach almost $15 billion in quarterly revenues, with collaboration being the 

highest growth segment. Microsoft remains the clear leader in overall enterprise SaaS 

revenues, having overtaken long-time market leader Salesforce a year ago. Microsoft was 



 
 

 

already rapidly growing its SaaS revenues, but in Q2 its acquisition of LinkedIn gave its SaaS 

business a further boost. In terms of overall SaaS market rankings, Microsoft and Salesforce 

are followed by Adobe, Oracle and SAP, with other leading companies including ADP, IBM, 

Workday, Intuit, Cisco, Google and ServiceNow. It’s notable that the market remains quite 

fragmented, with different vendors leading each of the main market segments. Among the 

major SaaS vendors those with the highest overall growth rates are Oracle, Microsoft and 

Google. 

In many ways the enterprise SaaS market is now mature. Synergy forecasts that the SaaS 

market will double in size over the next three years, with strong growth across all segments 

and all geographic regions. 

“IaaS and PaaS markets tend to get more attention and are indeed growing more rapidly, 

but the SaaS market is substantially bigger and will remains so for many years,” said John 

Dinsdale, a Chief Analyst and Research Director at Synergy Research Group. “Traditional 

enterprise software vendors like Microsoft, SAP, Oracle and IBM still have a huge base of 

on-premise software customers and they are all now pushing to aggressively convert those 

customers to a SaaS-based consumption model. At the same time, born-in-the-cloud 

software vendors like Workday, Zendesk and ServiceNow continue to light a fire under the 

market and help to propel enterprise spending on SaaS.” 

Total size of the public cloud Software as a Service (SaaS) market from 2008 to 2020 (in billion 

U.S. dollars) 



 
 

 

 

The statistic shows the size of the cloud Software as a Service (SaaS) market from 2008 to 

2020. In 2017, the Software as a Service market is predicted to be worth around 105.49 billion 

U.S. dollars worldwide. 

1.3 The Future holds for SaaS 

With its market stabilized and customer adoption reaching maturity, the cloud industry is 

primed for SaaS 2.0. New features and market segments have already started this year and 

will gain more momentum in 2017. Here are three key movers of SaaS 2.0: 

Vertical markets will grow at a faster pace 

Health, energy, and utilities lead industries today for vertical SaaS markets. We expect the 

same business adoption in other verticals including chemicals, industrial products, social 

services, and retail. 

The last in particular is primed for a huge disruption with the continued improvement of two 

consumer technologies this year: virtual reality and machine learning. Alibaba introduced a 

VR shopping experience on this year’s Black Friday. Chinese shoppers “visited” stores 



 
 

 

around the world without leaving their room. We can see shopping cart solutions and 

ecommerce builders integrating VR in their features quite soon. 

Machine learning is also primed to disrupt retail and the SaaS applications it uses, primarily 

among CRM and help desk solution. Microsoft is already working on its third generation of 

chatbot that are increasingly human-like. Following the success (and controversies) of Tay 

chatbot to communicate with humans in 14 cycles, Microsoft recently launched Zo, its latest 

AI chat experiment and so-called improved Tay (Zo can shut its mouth when talking about 

controversies). 

AI-assisted SaaS 

Machine learning or artificial intelligence isn’t only limited to retail, but can, in fact, reshape, 

the whole SaaS landscape. BVP predicts that enterprise SaaS solutions will start adding an AI 

layer to help users interact with their software. AI also presents deep learning opportunities 

that can be unraveled in business analytics, a timely feature to address the “breadth and 

depth of data,” said BVP. 

With AI already driving cars and dabbling in customer support, we expect more SaaS 

vendors to start incorporating this technology in their software quite soon. 

SaaS mobile has big room to grow 

Enterprise mobile solutions are also believed to have a big impact on the SaaS market 

starting next year. Gartner said it expects more workers to receive convertible laptops next 

year; 75% of employees in mature economies will get at least a PC-type device. This can only 

lead to a bigger mobile workforce next year relying on mobile solutions to stay connected to 

and in sync with the office. 



 
 

 

In the meantime, IDC reported that mobile app development platforms “are critical for 

businesses that are mobilizing their workforce, external marketing, customer interactions, 

operations, and business processes.” SaaS solutions that can offer mobile custom apps for 

specific users and business scenarios are a huge motivation for companies to boost their 

operations and efficiency, while lowering costs, suggested the IDC report. 

1.4 The Blockchain and SaaS 

A new emerging computing cloud that is virtual and doesn’t require server setup, which 

runs on the blockchain’s infrastructure. 

As the networked infrastructure of computing machinery, we need to think of the blockchain, 

not just as the programmable ledger. We could know how computer programs can run on 

this new infrastructure which has been already used for transaction validations. The 

blockchain infrastructure doesn’t replace cloud computing. It unbundles it, and 

democratizes it. 

The Thin Cloud 

The blockchain cloud is a thin cloud if compared to a traditional cloud computing 

infrastructure, therefore it is more ideally suited for running a new breed of thin programs, 

specifically known as “smart contracts”. They are business logic that executes on the 

blockchain’s Virtual Machinery (VM). 

The “virtual machine” naming borrows from the traditional cloud computing 

nomenclature, and it is really this virtual network of decentralized computers that are bound 

together by the commonalities of a given blockchain’s consensus rules, i.e. to execute the 

logic represented in the software code. 



 
 

 

One way to understand this analogy is to compare the running costs of a virtual machine to 

cloud-based computational costs. When you run an application in the cloud (e.g. on Amazon 

Web Services), you are charged based on a combination of time, storage, data transfer and 

computing speed requirements. The novelty with virtual machine costing (e.g. on Ethereum) 

is that you are paying to run the business logic on the blockchain which is otherwise running 

on physical servers, but you don’t have to worry about setting-up these servers because 

they are managed by other users (miners) who benefit from a crowdsourced-like metering of 

their part of the infrastructure. 

The blockchain cloud has a form of micro-value pricing that parallels the traditional cloud 

computing stack via a new layer. It’s not a physical unbundling of the cloud, rather it’s a 

new layering of cryptography-based transaction validation and state transition recordings on 

a parallel, but thinner cloud. 

The blockchain infrastructure resembles a layer of cloud computing infrastructure, but it 

doesn’t allow to replace it. Blockchain VM’s may be too expensive if we are to literally 

compare their functionality to a typical cloud service such as Amazon Web Services or Digital 

Ocean. They will be useful for certain decentralized applications. As a sidenote, we could also 

see a future where client nodes can talk to each other directly in scenarios where blockchains 

are too expensive or slow. 

There is a challenging part to running applications on this new infrastructure. That comes in 

the form of adhering to a new paradigm of decentralized apps that follows a web3 

architecture to run specifically on the blockchain. Using Ethereum again as a primary 

example, a 3-tier web3 architecture includes: 1) an advanced browser as the client, 2) the 



 
 

 

blockchain ledger as a shared resource, and 3) a virtual network of computers that runs smart 

business logic programs in a decentralized way by interacting with the blockchain consensus 

engine that clears transactions or toggles some value. This new paradigm actually exemplifies 

the future direction of cryptography-based decentralized computing, and it is a variation of 

the existing Web apps architecture consisting of running Javascript inside browsers and 

server-side code that is run on company servers. 

Another example of a blockchain platform that uses the virtual machine concept, a 

customizable “Blockchain as a service”, allowing customers to define arbitrary rules for 

their own protocol by writing smart contracts that will execute on a private network of virtual 

machines (think private blockchains). We take that concept further by allowing developers to 

build hybrid applications, ones that have a footing within a private application-specific 

blockchain, and another that links to a public blockchain such as Bitcoin’s. 

Delayering 

A delayering across various technology pieces: 

APIs are now coming from a public infrastructure that is cryptographically secured (Examples 

via Open Assets, Chain or Coinbase). 

Blockchains are being used as a new form of database, for example as a place to 

permanently store immutable cryptographic keys (or hashes) in Distributed Hash Tables that 

point to larger data values that are stored off-chain. 

A new type of browser will allow users to launch decentralized apps (Dapps), not just web 

pages (e.g. Mist from Ethereum) 

The World Wide Web’s original Hypertext Protocol is getting augmented by a new 



 
 

 

hypermedia protocol called IPFS, which is a peer-to-peer distributed file system that connects 

all computing devices with the same system of files. 

Contractual Law is being sliced off, for example via Ricardian contracts that track the liability 

of one party to another (e.g. OpenBazaar is implementing them in their P2P commerce 

protocol).  

1.5 A New SaaS Based on Blockchain 

More disrupting facet is that business users will also be able to run their own smart contracts, 

P2P apps, and other Dapps on open blockchains without seeking permission from IT, in the 

same way that SaaS enabled employees to sign-up for services on their own without 

disturbing the company infrastructures (until it was time to perform some integrations). 

A new form of SaaS will be possible because a new infrastructure layer can emerge by being 

supported on a peer to peer and shared cost basis. And it is very possible that the costs of 

this new computing infrastructure will be as cheap as Internet access today, on a relative 

per-user basis.  

The thin cloud represents freedom and flexibility for users and developers. It will allow 

anyone to create their own business logic for ownership, commerce, contractual law, 

transaction formats and state transition functions without worrying about setting-up an 

infrastructure. 

Embrace the thin cloud as an outcome of the blockchains’ infrastructures, and innovate with 

creative applications that run on it. 

2. Value Proposition Overview of DOX Features 

The DOX.Network platform is primarily for SaaS vendors, Cloud computing, business 



 
 

 

customers and Blockchain companies. Bringing these participants together directly results in 

an efficient, cost-effective and transparent marketplace with DOX.Network. 

2.1 Decentralization 

Cloud Decentralization 

The key benefits expected from achieving cloud decentralization are: 

• Reduction of cloud services costs (expected circa 94% cost reduction on average service 

criteria) 

• Unparalleled data security and privacy with tamper-proof decentralized network 

components 

• Near fail-safe operation with significantly higher integrity and service availability 

• High degree of cloud services automation enabling to deal with the “What” instead of 

the “How” 

• Taking pro-cloud services out of the IT expertise zone making it fully accessible for the 

“rest of us” by utilizing the Company’s blockchain DAP technology 

 

The DAP or Decentralized Application Protocol, is a blockchain application threading layer. 

Based on the Ethereum infrastructure, the DAP will facilitate easy design and launch 

decentralized peer-to-peer cloud applications such as media services (music & film), social 

peer-to-peer insurance, decentralized banking, financial services and other applications 

without limitations or central governance—all monetised by a single uniform currency—the 

DOX token. The protocol will allow seamless setup of self-governing smart contracts for an 

unlimited range of social applications. 



 
 

 

Cost Reduction 

One of the realities of our economy is that new technologies eventually become 

commoditized, and the market moves from differentiated to undifferentiated price 

competition, and from monopolistic to perfect competition. New technologies and services 

become commoditized, their prices are kept well above what they become when the market 

opens up to price-based competition. 

The cloud-hosting space is currently very far from perfect competition. It has been described 

by some as an oligopoly: a market dominated by a handful of major players, where no new 

player of any meaningful size can enter. 

An oligopoly has a natural tendency to drive prices way above what they might be in a truly 

competitive market. 

The Company believes that the decentralization process will drive commoditization of cloud 

services to commodity rates as low as 94% below current market prices. Essentially, the goal 

is to have cloud services on equal status to running water or electricity in developed 

countries—a utility, removed from price gaps or unnecessary markups. 

As demonstrated most recently by Uber and Lyft in the ridesharing domain, enabling almost 

anyone to become a service provider can transform that market and bring prices down. 

Privacy and Security 

The distribution of application data and logic across millions of nodes, each one secured 

independently and located in a different place, makes it difficult for an attacker to obtain 

access to a hoard of sensitive information items. 

Similarly, with the right protections and isolations in place, the token owner is unaware of the 



 
 

 

data and computations performed in the blockchain. 

Akin to “double blind” clinical trial protocols, data is secured from both malicious 

end-users and token owners. 

Increased Resiliency 

Another important benefit of decentralizing the cloud is improved resiliency. Today, the vast 

majority of cloud services are being provisioned from no more than a few hundred data 

centers, located in strategic locations around the world. As a result, failure in a single data 

center can have catastrophic effects on a significant number of Internet users that rely on 

applications that run in those data centers. As recently as last March, AWS Storage services in 

Amazon’s US-East-1 region in northern Virginia had an outage, affecting, as reported in The 

Register: “Docker's Registry Hub, Trello, Travis CI, GitHub and GitLab, Quora, Medium, 

Signal, Slack, Imgur, Twitch.tv, Razer, heaps of publications that stored images and other 

media in S3, Adobe's cloud, Zendesk, Heroku, Coursera, Bitbucket, Autodesk's cloud, Twilio, 

Mailchimp, Citrix, Expedia, Flipboard” and more. 

A decentralization of cloud hosting would exponentially increase the number of locations 

that serve cloud applications, turning the effect of a failure in any one of those locations into 

a much less painful event. 

Operational Transparency 

The knowledge we have today, as a society, about the overall use of computational resources 

across the globe is filled with uncertainty: neither application owners nor cloud service 

providers are under any obligation whatsoever to release accurate and complete information 

about how many servers are being used, where they are located geographically, what type of 



 
 

 

cloud services are being consumed and so forth. 

The decentralized grid can include mechanisms that contribute valuable knowledge about 

usage statistics without revealing sensitive business details, and allow all of us to better 

research and understand computational usage patterns and trends across the globe. 

Better Network Performance 

One of the exciting benefits of the decentralized grid is that it could eventually provide better 

performance for users that are not located near high-bandwidth trunks, such as 

underdeveloped regions or countries. If an application is used extensively in a certain 

geographic area of the globe, and the grid is architected to facilitate such behavior through 

appropriate transparency and bidding mechanisms, then the application would tend to 

migrate to that region, thereby reducing distances between server and end-user, improving 

performance and reducing traffic costs. 

More Choice 

Today the large cloud providers offer a large menu of platform and application services, yet it 

is a limited set, fully controlled by the provider. Subscribers of cloud services benefit from 

services such as managed databases, but they are locked in, with little incentive to migrate to 

a different provider, or to use multiple providers. The open GridNode platform will be built to 

accommodate third parties of building blocks from any layer. Choices are expected to 

significantly outnumber existing offerings by a single cloud-service provider. 

In addition, decentralized cloud operating on blockchain currency payment method lowers 

the barrier to entry and creates accessibility of pro cloud services to developing countries 

where credit cards, which are the standard modus operandi for the current cloud services, 



 
 

 

are scarce. The DOX token becomes an equalizer and helps to bring services to every 

country on equal grounds. 

2.2 Dynamic SaaS Delivery Model 

SaaS delivery refers to a method of providing hosted software applications to clients in a 

cloud computing environment. In the majority of cases, SaaS clients are required to pay a 

monthly or annual subscription fee to the cloud services provider to continue using a 

particular software service. SaaS delivery is the backbone of an emerging software model 

that eliminates the need for client organizations to incur the expense of purchasing or 

maintaining expensive application servers and software. SaaS delivery allows organizations to 

significantly reduce the cost of using and maintaining software because the cloud services 

provider bears the expense of developing and maintaining the applications and hardware on 

which the applications run. With SaaS delivery, the capital and operational expenses normally 

associated with hosting on-premise software applications is shifted from the client to the 

cloud software services provider. The cloud SaaS provider is able to spread its capital and 

operational expenses out across a large customer base. 

DYNAMICS 

SaaS delivery uses a one-to-many model for software delivery, where a single SaaS provider 

supplies software services to multiple users. Under the Software Service Delivery model, 

clients are assessed fees based on the types and amount of services used, similar to the way a 

consumer of electric or water utility services is billed for usage. One key limitation of the SaaS 

delivery model is that it is focused on delivering software applications that have the potential 

to reach a large market. In order to be profitable, SaaS applications have to attract a large 



 
 

 

customer base, to offset the expenses associated with being a SaaS provider in the cloud. 

Likewise, proprietary mission critical applications are unlikely candidates for the SaaS delivery 

model. 

CONSIDERATIONS 

Since the SaaS delivery model charges customers based on usage, SaaS clients need to 

consider the quality of the account monitoring tools a cloud SaaS provider makes available 

for the services it delivers. 

Clients should have the ability to determine when they have exceed their monthly usage for 

their subscription level. Clients should also have the ability to monitor the usage of individual 

users on an hour-by-hour and day-by-day basis. SaaS clients need to also consider the 

availability of administrative tools when subscribing to any software application that uses the 

SaaS delivery model. 

Client organizations need to have full control over the administration of their users. The same 

requirement applies to security features, as a client organization should avoid SaaS providers 

that deliver software services with set security models that do not allow the client to 

determine their own user roles and permissions. 

2.3 SaaS Interfaces & APIs 

SaaS is one of the more innovative new tools that has been developed for businesses. It is 

designed to help businesses integrate the applications they use into a format that they can 

use throughout their offices. One of the main things to consider is how the new software will 

work with your existing software, as well as with future software applications you may need to 

purchase. 



 
 

 

In order to address this issue there is an option that will allow you to purchase a complete 

suite of applications that are designed to work together. Since this is not the optimal choice 

for all businesses there is also the option to have an open API that will allow the business to 

easily integrate future applications they purchase. 

API 

Inside a business all of the different software applications that are implemented for use need 

to work well with the existing software. It is a bad business practice to have one department 

use a software that the other departments do not use, or that will not work with the software 

the other departments have. This creates confusion among the different departments. SaaS 

API is designed to stop this problem and to create software packages that are designed to 

keep the lines of communication in the inner office open. 

INTERFACE 

SaaS interface is web based which makes it ideal for the small businesses. The small business 

will have access to the system from anywhere in the world. This removes the limitations that 

your older software systems placed on you. 

Some businesses question how secure their data will be when they switch to a system like this.  

Basically the system takes the business processes used by the front office and those used in 

the back office and uses a third party system to tie the two together. The risk of data being 

compromised through the use of this system is no greater than any other web based 

application you may use. Every safeguard that can be used has been put into place to try and 

keep your information safe and secure. 

2.4 SaaS (Software-as-a-Service) Deployment 



 
 

 

The term “SaaS deployment model” refers to the installation and delivery of software as a 

service, as opposed to the traditional on premise model of software deployment. SaaS 

deployment is similar to the establishment phase of a utility service; which is followed by 

metering and billing at regular intervals, for the services that have been delivered. SaaS 

deployment is typically initiated by a SaaS provider via a user provisioning process, which is 

often automated. Alternately, SaaS deployment can be initiated by a third party managed 

(hosted) services provider. SaaS deployment is considered complete once a user has the 

necessary means to access a SaaS offering, regardless of whether or not the consumer 

begins using the service at the time it is provisioned. 

The chief benefit of the SaaS deployment model over the traditional model of software 

deployment is a reduced cost of delivery for both SaaS providers and SaaS subscribers. Since 

SaaS providers can centrally deploy, update and fix their offerings in the cloud, it reduces the 

cost of maintaining the software for the SaaS provider. Likewise, SaaS subscribers never have 

to worry about outdated versions of software or the licensing costs for upgrading to the 

latest version of a software product for multiple users. 

There are additional cost saving benefits that can be realized by SaaS subscribers as well, 

including a reduction in capital expenses for the IT Infrastructure that is often required to 

support enterprise level on premise software delivery. Furthermore, SaaS subscribers can 

also avoid the expense of an IT department in many cases, when SaaS solutions are 

exclusively used to deliver IT services to an enterprise. SaaS deployment also provides higher 

levels availability over the on premise model of software deployment, since users can access 

a SaaS offering over the web from anywhere on the globe (provided that Internet access is 



 
 

 

available). 

The ability to easily switch from one SaaS provider to another is another benefit of SaaS 

deployment. SaaS deployment creates a higher standard for service delivery to consumers as 

compared to the on premise model of service delivery, as competing SaaS vendors must 

continually strive for innovation and service delivery excellence or else risk the easy loss of 

their customers to the competition. Attrition is far less likely under the on premise model of 

software deployment, since organizations with on premise software have usually made a 

substantial investment in a vendor’s software product which creates “lock-in” for a 

continued relationship with a software vendor regardless of the quality of service or support 

that is being delivered on an ongoing basis. Likewise, the ability to avoid vendor “lock-in” 

makes SaaS delivery an attractive future option for many organizations, when it is time to 

acquire, upgrade or replace enterprise software. 

2.5 SaaS Level in the Stack – Cloud Infrastructure 

SaaS (software as a service) Levels refers to the various architectural layers that provide the 

framework for SaaS delivery. There are three layers in a SaaS Stack as follows: 

•Top Level – where the SaaS Solution resides 

•Middle Level – where the PaaS (platform as a service) or Middleware Solution resides 

•Bottom Level – where the core technologies (infrastructure) that provide the foundation for 

cloud service delivery reside 

There are fewer providers on the bottom level of the SaaS Stack than on the middle level of 

the SaaS Stack; and there are fewer providers on the middle level of the SaaS Stack than on 

the top level of the SaaS Stack. This is because the cost of entry is lower on the top of the 



 
 

 

SaaS Stack, meaning that becoming a SaaS provider / ISV (independent software vendor) 

requires a lower capital investment than what is required to enter the marketplace as a PaaS 

or IaaS (infrastructure as a service) provider. 

HOSTED INFRASTRUCTURE (BOTTOM LEVEL) 

The bottom SaaS Level forms the foundation that PaaS solutions and SaaS solutions need to 

function. This level includes physical infrastructure & computing resources, such as servers, 

processing capacity, storage capacity, etc. that may be delivered as a service to the cloud, to 

facilitate PaaS and/or SaaS delivery. Note: The infrastructure contained within this layer can 

physically exist anywhere, as the resources are being delivered as a service via the Internet. 

HOSTED PLATFORMS (MIDDLE LEVEL) 

The middle SaaS Level provides an operational environment for the management, 

development and deployment of SaaS solutions. Middleware makes computing resources 

available to users in a virtual manner through various methods of allocation. Platform 

services such as SaaS provisioning, SaaS Metering, SaaS Billing and SaaS Performance 

Management are all executed at this level. 

HOSTED APPLICATIONS (TOP LEVEL) 

The top SaaS Level provides a software application as a service to its consumers. This level 

facilitates the delivery of software to end users via web based interfaces which are accessible 

through a number of different web browsers. Hosted (SaaS) applications may logically reside 

in a public cloud, a private cloud, a community cloud or a hybrid cloud. 

 

3. Business economic ecosystem 



 
 

 

DOX.Network offers a decentralized block-chain eco-system which will be beneficial to the 

currently outdated SaaS industry. Participants in this marketplace are able to transact 

business in a highly efficient, secure and consistent manner with easy access to enomours 

data and valuable market insight. DOX.Network platform uses blockchain technology and 

sharing economy business mode to streamline the process between SaaS vendors, 

Costumers and Blockchain services. 

3.1 Smart Contract  

When the SaaS vendors and customers have agreed on the terms of the resources, a 

transaction is added to the distributed ledger. Our blockchain solution ensures that the same 

transaction details can be checked on the block-chain. Because of the shared nature of 

blockchain, there is no need for a third party to verify and confirm the transaction. 

Companies in the transaction who have the right permissions will be able to see the same 

information in real-time, as a detailed view of a smart contract. The record of the contract is 

saved on the block-chain with the associated address hash. 

3.2 Portfolio Dashboard & Market Overview  

Portfolio functionality allows users to get an overview of the transactions they have executed 

and a summary view of key metrics. The portfolios are hierarchical data which can be used to 

analysis for planning further business. 

DOXToken is able to provide a detailed overview of market activity across regions, market 

sectors, exposures for sharers. The ability to aggregate statistics gives an unparallelled view of 

the SaaS market. An overview of the DOXToken dashboard displaying various market data 

analysis and user notifications. This dashboard allows each sharer to customize and monitor 



 
 

 

data based on their requirements.  

DOXToken will also provide one of the best business plan through the whole course of the 

business, including SaaS products, currency, shopping, accommodation and other resources, 

to reach companies’ requirements. 

3.3 Technology  

DOX technology architecture is a highly scalable and robust combination of the latest 

technology advances in block-chain, UX and server’s side approaches. 

BlockChain, the backbone technology behind Bitcoin, is one of the hottest and most 

intriguing technologies currently in the market. The suite of blockchain or distributed ledgers 

that have emerged in recent years offers qualitatively different solution to the problems in 

payment systems for SaaS. Smart contract, or code executed on the blockchain, bring 

significant advantages over existing applications and frameworks of operation. 

Scalability 

simple payment channel mechanism lends itself to two generalizations. First, if you want to 

support a very large array of payments from anyone to anyone, and not just A to B, without 

creating N2 channels from everyone to everyone, then you can "compose" channels: if there 

is a channel from A to B, a channel from B to C, and a channel from C to D, then you can 

convert a transfer from A to D into three channel updates, one along each channel. 

 

Second, one can add in smart contracts. If A and B want to enter into a financial contract 



 
 

 

which makes some transfer based on a formula, then they can both sign a ticket (H(C), k) 

where H(C) is the hash of a piece of code and k is the most recent sequence number; this 

essentially tells the channel settlement contract "evaluate the code that hashes to C and let 

the result tell you how much to send to A and B". C may, for example, be a financial contract 

such as a contract for difference; if the state channel is in control of multiple assets it could be 

one of a large class of different types of trades, leveraged trading collateral management 

agreements, options, etc. 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

DOX marketplace leverages blockchain technology which offers all participants consistent, 

shared and secure processes. Block-chain is an incorruptible digital ledger of economic 

transactions that can be programmed to record not just financial transactions but virtually 

everything of value. The nature of the decentralized blockchain allows a completely trustless 

interaction between parties which removes third party costs and commissions. DOX.Network 

platform leverages the Ethereum blockchain and its smart contracts which provide a 

comprehensive development environment and a large community. 

ERC-20 Token is used for Ethereum smart contracts. Developed in 2015, ERC-20 defines a 

common list of rules that an Ethereum token has to implement. Giving developers the ability 

to program how new tokens will function within the Ethereum ecosystem. This token protocol 

became popular with crowdfunding companies via Initial Coin Offering (ICO). DOX.Network 

will launch its own ERC-20 Token, named as ‘DOX’, which is one of the key feature during 

the whole process of business payments. 

 



 
 

 

3.4 DOXToken Wallet and QR Code payment  

Every DOX.Network user will create a DOX wallet which contains a DOX token sending & 

receiving address on Ethereum blockchain. With the wallet Users are able to pay, receive, top 

up and cash out DOX token. DOX tokens will be applied to pay or receive through the 

transactions, also can be topped up or cashed out in all of the major fait currencies. QR code 

scanner and generator will be built into the wallet, which make payment fast and easy. 

3.5 Cloud Data Analysis and Sharing Services  

DOX will generate large amounts of data which will be of huge value to our customers and 

customers. The data will provide a market insight for future SaaS business, giving our users a 

bird eye of the market, and KPI analysis to improve their customer’s experience and 

business. DOX’s partner companies are also able to utilize this data as part of their solutions, 

even if they are not directly using the DOX marketplace. Parts of our Dapp will be open 

source, available to our strategic business partners to use. By doing this we aim to create a 

strong ecosystem and with an active community of partners. 

 

4.  Business Model 

The sharing economy is actually DOX.Network’s business model. The sharing economy is a 

little like online shopping, which started 15 years ago. At first, people were worried about 

security and credibility. But having made a successful purchase from, such as Amazon AWS, 

they felt safe buying elsewhere. Sharing economy business model is hosted through digital 

platforms that enable a more precise, real-time measurement of spare capacity and the 

ability to dynamically connect that capacity with those who need it. Airbnb matches spare 



 
 

 

rooms and apartments with tourists in need of lodging, Zipcar matches spare cars with local 

demand, DOX.Network matches SaaS Provider related resources with Business customers. 

Thanks to the growing number of block-chain technology and cryptocurrency that make 

matching demand and supply easier than ever. This peer to peer business mode is a perfect 

design for SaaS Provider & Business costumer, DOXToken will build up a block-chain platform 

for people or companies who are willing to share their SaaS related resources on one hand, 

but also for Business customers. DOX.Network team will create a ERC20 token on the 

Ethereum, symbol name is ‘DOX’, use it through all the processes of SaaS trade, and 

charge a commission on transactions being executed on the marketplace and an annual 

subscription for memberships. As the DOX community grows the transaction volumes will 

increase and new products and services will be available. 

The SaaS (Software-as-a-Service) business model has emerged and grown in the last few 

years as the availability of real-time resource provisioning has been made possible by 

advances in cloud computing. Meeting your company’s software needs with software 

delivery vs. acquisition lowers initial cost and reduces the daunting expenses that come with 

enterprise software licensing. 

Enterprises benefit 

Reduced Total Cost of Ownership – There are fewer up front expenses which lead to SaaS 

being a better choice for companies that are trying to reduce and better manage costs. 

Additionally, the economies of scale add to lower costs over the span of ownership. 

Faster Deployment – With the SaaS business model, the software’s installation as well as 

configuration is much faster and in some cases, instant. 



 
 

 

New features are quickly installed – Release management is performed by the host company 

and leads to very minimal impact on the availability of the application. 

Reduced costs for human resources – The SaaS business model removes the need to hire 

additional IT personnel that are skilled in database, system administration, and business 

intelligence. Therefore, it saves the company money both in benefits and in salary. 

No need for additional hardware – The company that is hosting the software (service 

provider) procures the needed hardware for hosting and delivery. 

Increased ROI and productivity – Since there are faster deployments and reduction of total 

cost of ownership, the SaaS business model shifts the burden of successful management and 

deployment from the company that is employing the services back to their vendor. This 

improves the productivity of the user by increasing the security and reliability of the 

application. 

In today’s economic climate, companies are looking for ways that they can cut the costs of 

their business and become more efficient. Utilizing a SaaS business model is a key strategy 

that a company can employ to gain a competitive edge over their competitors. 

A great resource for more information about SaaS and how it can benefit your organization 

is DOX.Network. They have been at the forefront of the SaaS industry and understand the 

vertical. DOX.Network can lend helpful insight into ways to be more efficient while containing 

costs and moving to a SaaS model. 

 

5. SaaS market trends 

• SaaS is more stable today with legacy software companies consolidating their hold, while 



 
 

 

customer adoption is reaching maturity. 

• SaaS vertical is growing faster than horizontal SaaS, as industry-specific features are 

demanded by more businesses. 

• Developers are taking charge again in SaaS adoption as SDKs and APIs become critical 

cloud features. 

• Private cloud is on the rise possibly caused by cyber security scares highlighted by 

the Panama Papers. 

• Small and medium businesses continue to drive SaaS growth fueled by CRM, business 

analytics, and storage solutions. 

 

5.1 Things That Shaped the SaaS Market 

More legacy software vendors jumping in, SaaS is more stable today than the past 

years.Aside from the fact that the market has stabilized since March, the public cloud industry 

also enjoyed two positive trends in 2016 that clearly suggest stability: acquisitions and churn 

rate. 

 

Legacy software vendors are getting into the picture. Their on-premise enterprise business at 

stake, these companies were the last major resistance to SaaS. When they start jumping into 

the other side, it’s a sign that SaaS vendors are becoming mainstream. 



 
 

 

One-fourth of the public cloud market acquisition involved legacy software vendors. Looking 

at the big picture as well, industry M&A hit $50.4 billion this year, more than 60% increase 

compared to 2014. Oracle buying NetSuite N and Microsoft acquiring LinkedIn are two giant 

clues the industry is consolidating. 

Another positive trend is a glimpse of churn rate going down, or it’s not going up. We 

compared two studies, one done in 2015 and another in 2016, and noted a downtrend in 

churn rate. It’s a random take on this metric, with both studies tapping different sets and 

perspectives. Still, it’s worth your attention. 

Last year, 75% of SaaS vendors had annual dollar churn of 5% or under. This year, we got 

hold of Insights Squared SaaS Benchmark, which indicated a revenue churn at 3.1% based on 

average sales price. We can surmise that SaaS customers are becoming more comfortable 

with cloud computing. 

 

SaaS going vertical or industry specific.  

 



 
 

 

The growth of vertical SaaS solutions specific to industries, also known as Industry Cloud. 

SaaS started as a horizontal solution addressing general business processes, such as CRM, 

HR, business intelligence, and accounting. Salesforce, the SaaS pioneer, leads this type of 

cloud software. However, this year we see the emergence of vertical SaaS bannered by 

healthcare and energy. These cloud solutions feature industry-specific tools and processes 

that are not adaptive to other industries. For instance, HIMSS Analytics found that health 

information exchange and patient engagement were the two largest processes moved to the 

cloud this year in healthcare (34.3% and 35.2%, respectively; HIMSS Analytics 2016 Cloud 

Survey). This is in stark contrast to 2014 cloud priorities in the same industry, when archive 

data, IT disaster plan, and back office solutions–all horizontal SaaS–took the top spots. 

In fact, Industry Cloud comprises 20% of SaaS acquisitions this year. Where big software 

companies are putting in their money suggests confidence in vertical SaaS. The focus on the 

vertical is likely to continue in 2017 and maintain its position as the largest SaaS segment. 

Developers taking greater role in cloud business decisions. 

 

Despite the focus of many SaaS systems as enabler of end-users with little tech knowledge or 

coding skills–a value proposition that had starkly contrasted the industry from on-premise 

enterprise since the advent of cloud solutions–developers are becoming a key player in 

technology decision process, again. In short, the company techies seem to be wrestling back 



 
 

 

control of an area perceived as their territory. 

The best indicator of this trend is the “growth of developer-centric businesses.” Twilio and 

Atlassian were the two largest IPOs recently, vendors that offer solid SDK and APIs for 

open-source language scripting or mobile integration. 

Our best guess is, as user data become more complex and huge, for instance AI-generated 

analytics, and as new platforms and digital channels are introduced, such as IoT (Internet of 

Things) and smart devices, SaaS software has to adapt fast without having to relaunch the 

product. SDKs and APIs provide a good option. 

Another driver, perhaps, that pushes the trend towards developer-centric solutions is the 

growth of vertical SaaS. In the ECP map above, sectors, such as energy, government, and 

healthcare have traditional organizational structure that features an in-house IT department. 

Catering to these companies, SaaS vendors have to engage this department to position their 

software. 

More companies subscribing to private cloud.  

 

Even as enterprise cloud drives SaaS growth, large companies are directing this growth 



 
 

 

towards a parallel path: private cloud. Forrester reported last November that 44% of decision 

makers for enterprise solutions revealed that they are tapping private cloud. Another 25% 

said they are doing the same next year.   

This trend came on the heels of a 2015 Forrester study indicating 31% of survey participants 

said they used a “hyperconverged” infrastructure for their private cloud, with 15% 

following suit this year. The trend towards private cloud looks steady among large enterprises 

going into 2017. 

One contributing factor may be cyber security. This year, BVP estimated that data breaches 

cost $2.1 billion, four times more than last year. Perhaps none sent the most revealing security 

scare to the industry than the Panama Papers published last April by investigative journalists 

in the hunt for big tax evaders in the US. Their sleuthing revealed 11.5 million leaked financial 

and legal documents of client data from offshore companies. The security breach put at risk 

12 former country leaders, 29 Forbes-listed billionaires, and 214,000 companies, trusts, and 

foundations, among others. 

Private cloud providers like Microsoft, VMware vCloud, OpenStack, and Apache are also 

doing better in the stock market compared to public cloud. Check the graph below, which 

shows private cloud multiples trading above public cloud for the period 2011 to 2016. Note, 

however, that the two are converging towards the end of 2016 and the curves are likely to 

meet sometime in late 2017. This, as public cloud vendors venture into private cloud options 

or the other way around. 



 
 

 

 

Similarly, an IDG Enterprise survey showed private cloud topped the cloud model of choice of 

organizations. The survey included 925 participants: 62% said they opted for private cloud; 

60% selected public cloud; while 26% chose hybrid solutions. 

Small and medium businesses continue to get into SaaS. 

 

 

The 2016 Report on the State of SaaS by Better Buys predicted that “there’s no going back 

from the cloud.” This SaaS industry report 2016 shows that 64% of small and medium 



 
 

 

companies use cloud technology to drive sales and boost efficiency. 

Furthermore, 78% of these companies are planning to use more SaaS software across 

business processes in the next three years, said the report. This will increase the average 

number of cloud software used by small businesses to seven from three last year. 

Fueling SaaS adoption by small and medium businesses is the need for CRM, where the focus 

is on retaining and satisfying customers to sustain growth. Gartner said CRM revenues has 

doubled since 2008 and is predicted to reach over $36 billion by next year. 

 

Likewise, small and medium companies are part of the overall trend by organizations of 

adopting business analytics and cloud storage next year–two of the highest growth segments 

in SaaS–according to the IDG Enterprise survey. 

Meantime, the same survey concluded that cloud decision-makers for small and medium 

companies are still led by the CEO or owner at 81%, followed by the CIO at 79%, and the CFO 

at 71%. For vendors, these are three key people to pitch their software to. 

5.2 Key Global Trends & Growth Forecasts 

The Public Cloud Market Is Growing Faster Than Earlier Predicted. For the three segments of 

the public cloud market, the forecast is as follows: 



 
 

 

•The public cloud application market will shift toward replacement of existing systems. 

Cloud or SaaS applications will grow from $52 billion in 2013 to $133 billion by 2020. Cloud 

applications have been and will continue to be the largest portion of the public cloud market, 

representing more than four-fifths of cloud revenues in 2014 and an estimated two-thirds by 

2020. Because much of the hypergrowth has already occurred, the compound annual growth 

rate (CAGR) for SaaS applications from 2013 to 2020 will be a somewhat modest 14%. So far, 

SaaS or cloud applications have grown primarily in the form of new categories of applications 

that complement existing core transactional applications. However, in sales force automation, 

customer relationship management (CRM), human resource management, and 

eProcurement, replacement of existing licensed software is becoming more common. This 

trend will spread to other application categories, providing a second front for SaaS growth 

from 2014 through 2018. 

• Public cloud business services will rival traditional middleware for systems of engagement. 

For applications and services built in an agile mode with modern architectures, cloud services 

empower developers by freeing them from the management and maintenance of these 

components and reduce overall deployment footprint and thus cost. As these services are 

consumable by-the-drink, they free organizations from the traditional licensing constraints 

that are misfits with elastic or transient applications. Vendors also manage and enhance them 

as often as daily, delivering new capabilities that can help a company keep pace with the 

changing desires of an empowered customer base. 



 
 

 

 

Behind Our New Forecast Lies Five Or More Years of Vendor Data. A major change since 2011 

is that we now have at least five years of actual data on revenues of public cloud vendors 

from 2008 to 2013. These include: 

• Cloud applications: Thousands of SaaS vendors now serve all cloud application categories. 

We now track the revenues of several dozen vendors that publicly report revenues and 

deliver applications via an SaaS model as well as the SaaS subscription revenues of large 



 
 

 

vendors like Adobe, Autodesk, IBM, Microsoft, Oracle, and SAP and more than 100 private 

vendors. Their offerings span all five major packaged application categories: desktop and 

collaboration apps, information management apps, enterprise process apps, enterprise 

vertical industry apps, and middleware apps, including IT asset management, project 

portfolio management, and security management apps. 

• Cloud platforms: Existing vendors have well-established revenue track records. Amazon 

Web Services (AWS), Microsoft, Rackspace, and other vendors of IaaS and/or PaaS don’t 

break out the revenues of their cloud services but provide enough information about overall 

revenues and customer counts to construct reasonable estimates. This category, which 

includes providers associated with “infrastructure-as-a-service” and 

“platform-as-a-service,” has gained significant enterprise traction. The convergence of 

these offerings has so transformed the overall hosting and outsourcing markets that almost 

every participant has a cloud platform offering today. 

• Cloud business services: Three segments stand out as distinct markets. Customers now 

purchase subscriptions to database, integration, and file management cloud services 

separately from SaaS and cloud platforms. In file management, Box and Dropbox have big 

customer bases; Dell (Boomi), IBM (Cast Iron), and Informatica have created a distinct 

cloud-based integration market; and AWS, Microsoft, and Xeround offer separately available 

database-as-a-service products. 

Two Forecasting Assumptions Applied to The Cloud Market Sizing With this richer historic 

and projected cloud revenue picture, we can use a forecasting model that extrapolates these 

growth rates. However, we don’t make simple projections of growth. Instead, our forecast 



 
 

 

model is built around two principles: 

• Cloud as complement has faster adoption than cloud as replacement. Cloud offerings that 

complement but don’t replace existing technology will have earlier and faster adoption 

than technologies that require firms to replace existing systems. Companies can experiment 

with the complementary technology for low-risk purposes without jeopardizing the safety 

and reliability of existing systems that support their business. Transition costs are also lower, 

because data and processes do not need to be converted from existing systems. Lastly, 

because complementary cloud software can often run independently of existing systems, 

business users are much freer to buy these cloud offerings without the involvement of the 

CIO’s organization (at least until integration and security considerations come to the fore), 

thereby expanding the potential market. As a result, much higher rates of adoption of SaaS to 

complement existing systems than to replace them. 

• Cloud software, like other new technologies, will go through hypergrowth phases. Every 

significant new technology goes through a period of experimentation when a few early 

adopters try it out. After that, there’s a period of accelerating adoption as word of the 

benefits of the technology spreads and fast followers jump on board and then a period of 

flattening adoption as the late adopters slowly decide that this new-fangled stuff is worth it 

after all (or else take a pass altogether). It is in the middle period that hypergrowth of 25%, 

30%, or 40% or more regarding annual increases in vendor revenues (and client purchases) 

occurs. We used the existing growth paths for each cloud category to determine where each 

was on this hypergrowth trajectory and thus when it was likely to shift down to the growth 

rate typical of a mature technology. 



 
 

 

 

Public Cloud Applications: Stable Fears Will Permit Strong Growth 

As noted earlier, public cloud applications are by far the largest part of the public cloud 

market, so it makes DOX to start our analysis of three segments with public cloud 

applications. Like the other two segments, a special set of market dynamics, which play out 

differently within each of the two dozen application categories that make up this market, 

drive cloud applications. 

Market Dynamics: A Balance Between Fear and Greed Controls Adoption of SaaS 



 
 

 

From the start, competing forces of fear about trusting key corporate data and processes to a 

cloud provider and greed for cloud’s benefits of fast and easy deployment, potentially 

lower costs, and unique features have governed adoption of SaaS. 

• Fear factors stay the same. Potential users of cloud applications or SaaS have been and 

continue to be concerned about various factors. These include the security of data entrusted 

to the SaaS vendor, integration of the SaaS app to other generally on-premises applications 

and systems, longer run costs and vendor lock-in, application performance, and inability to 

customize the app. 

• Greed factors continue to increase. Business agility, faster implementation and deployment, 

faster delivery of new features and functions, and ability to focus internal resources on more 

important projects remain valid factors of greed. But other greed factors that were once 

minor considerations are now rising in importance. Supporting mobile and remote users, 

gaining features not available in licensed software packages, an iterative deployment model 

that supports innovation, and access to a wide ecosystem of solutions around the core SaaS 

application are some of these factors. 



 
 

 

 

 

Key Forces Driving the Public Cloud Applications Market 

Using this framework of greed factors and fear factors regarding SaaS, we have evaluated 25 

major application categories and more than 100 specialized application categories to assess 



 
 

 

where SaaS has been gaining adoption in general, where it has done so as a complement to 

existing systems, where it has done so as replacements for these systems, and how these 

patterns will change in the future. The key forces driving this market are as follows: 

• SaaS as a complement to existing apps will dominate through 2015. In every category of 

applications, there are older applications that have provided the core transactional software 

and newer applications that complement these core applications. From 2008 through 2013, 

revenues for the SaaS products that complement existing apps have been higher than 

revenues for SaaS replacement products. That pattern will hold through 2015. 

• SaaS as replacement will move beyond HRMS, CRM, and ePurchasing after 2016. 

Salesforce.com has become widely acceptable as a replacement for on-premises CRM 

systems from Oracle and SAP. Workday is having the same impact on human resource 

management systems (HRMSes). Ariba, Basware, Coupa, Perfect Commerce, Proactis, 

SciQuest, and Verian (among others) are having success in selling eProcurement software as 

replacements for licensed (but often undeployed) on-premises software. Moreover, a jump in 

the proportion of firms that said that they had replaced an existing system with an SaaS 

alternative. 

• SaaS adoption will be greater in some application categories than in others. SaaS adoption 

for business intelligence and vertical industry apps has been and will remain relatively low, 

due to worries about the security and performance of core operational transactions with 

SaaS. On the other hand, SaaS adoption for security applications and in CRM has generally 

been high, because considerations of rapid iteration of the apps to changing requirements, 

mobile access, and ease of use outweigh the lesser concerns about exposure of corporate 



 
 

 

data or reduced operational performance. That’s why we expect that the share of total 

application revenues captured by SaaS subscription revenues will exceed or come close to a 

third for security and other middleware apps and for enterprise process apps, while SaaS 

subscription revenues in business intelligence and in vertically specific apps will remain below 

these levels through 2020. 

• Security considerations will be an inhibitor of SaaS adoption in Europe and Asia. Even 

before the news hit of National Security Agency (NSA) monitoring of wireless and Internet 

traffic, European firms were somewhat more concerned about “compliance with local laws 

and concerns about access by foreign agencies” than US firms, and those European 

concerns have increased since our survey in Q4 2013. Private businesses in authoritarian 

countries like China, Russia, and Vietnam are nervous about using SaaS in these countries, 

due to the potential for government agencies to more easily access company data residing 

on the servers of their SaaS providers. For these reasons, we estimate that more two-thirds of 

SaaS revenues currently come from US clients, with European and Asian clients being more 

cautious about how much and where they use SaaS. 

• Performance issues slow SaaS adoption in Africa, south Asia, and other emerging markets. 

SaaS requires highly reliable data networks to have the same level of performance as on 

premises applications do. Countries in Africa, south Asia, and parts of Southeast Asia and 

Latin America lack these kinds of data networks, so SaaS adoption in these regions will lag 

behind SaaS adoption in the US and other developed countries. 



 
 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

Public Cloud Platforms Empower Developers 



 
 

 

The outlook for the public cloud platform market is positive as the reported and modeled 

revenue growth patterns for the leading cloud platform providers suggest strong growth for 

the market through the forecast period, with a slowing pace toward the end. 

Market Dynamics: Developer Empowerment Pushes Platforms into The Mainstream 

Strong annual growth in enterprise adoption of public cloud platforms with clearly high 

expected growth in outlying years. The breadth of applications being deployed on these 

hosted services grows annually as well, and there are close correlations between new areas of 

application investment by enterprises and their deployment onto cloud platforms. 

• Key growth market capabilities. Cloud platforms have proven to be ideal locations to deploy 

SaaS, web, mobile, and big data applications. While their base capabilities are well suited to 

these uses, they are ensuring that they remain preferred platforms by offering unique 

services for these markets. The leading cloud platforms offer mobile back-ends-as-a-service, 

managed NoSQL and MapReduce environments and content delivery networks, as well as 

DNS and caching services. 

• Broad developer appeal and empowerment. IaaS cloud platforms initially required both 

deep programming and operational skills to deploy and manage your applications. Today, 

developers with nearly any skill set can find a cloud platform that matches their capabilities 

and experience level. The developer segment we call “rapid developers” can leverage 

clouds with fully visual development and deployment with no environment configuration 

needed. The segment we call “coders” can deploy Java applications straight to the cloud 

from Visual Studio or Eclipse. And the “DevOps pro” segment can deeply configure virtual 

resources to achieve specific performance, scale, and availability requirements where needed. 



 
 

 

Key Forces Driving the Public Cloud Platform Market While cloud platforms started out as 

great places for developer experimentation, they have quickly grown into critical production 

environments for systems of engagement, batch applications, and backup and disaster 

recovery. Their unique economic models and abstracted and automated services make them 

well suited for a growing portfolio of agile modern applications. The key drivers of their 

growth in the market are: 

• Maturity and breadth of applicability. Cloud platforms are increasingly delivering higher 

availability, performance, and security, making them viable candidates for an increasing 

number of production applications. Multiple cloud platforms including AWS, Microsoft 

Windows Azure, Rackspace Cloud, and VMware Hybrid Cloud Service now have certifications 

or similar proof points supporting their implementation of operational and security 

procedures for handling credit card, healthcare, financial, and US government data. And at 

least the first three vendors all have public reference customers that are deploying 

applications with high service-level agreements in performance and security. 

• Commercial ecosystem support and growth. As cloud platforms mature, they drive an 

ecosystem of third-party applications, service providers, integrators, and resellers that 

support the platform in order to engage and profit from the customers frequenting the 

platforms. AWS, for example, has an ecosystem including more than 1,500 independent 

software vendors (ISVs), management and monitoring tools, integrators, and solution 

providers, including several born on the cloud that have gained millions in revenue purely 

from the AWS customer base. 

• Geographic expansion. Despite the common belief that the cloud is everywhere at once, we 



 
 

 

all know location matters, and cloud services are expanding rapidly to provide local points of 

presence in the major geographies. AWS and Microsoft now have data center footprints for 

their cloud platforms in all major continents and are rapidly adding facilities in specific major 

market countries where the demand justifies such moves. Both firms have recently opened 

cloud data centers in China, Australia, and South America. 

• Vertical market specificity. While the promise of a healthcare-specific cloud remains an 

alluring dream, the major cloud platforms have already taken steps to address specific 

vertical market needs both within their standard offerings and by providing unique 

implementations where necessary. The leading cloud providers have now earned compliance 

certifications for the financial services, healthcare, US federal government, credit card 

processing, and motion picture industries. AWS has gone so far as to establish a 

government-only cloud data center for the US federal community. 

All this growth and maturity shows that public cloud platforms should now be considered by 

CIOs as a full-fledged option within their deployment portfolio. While these environments 

may not be broadly applicable, they are proving not only viable but also ideal for applications 

with elastic or transient use patterns. 

 



 
 

 

Three Cloud Business Services Stand Out 

The business services segment is much smaller than the cloud applications and cloud 

platforms segments. This fact is puzzling, given the great excitement among application 

developers about the prospect of picking and choosing among best-of-breed application 

services easily accessible via application programming interfaces (APIs) and running in public 

clouds. Our forecast strongly suggests that only a small number of application- and 

platform-independent services will generate substantial revenues as standalone markets by 

2020. Two factors will blunt the potential of this “cloud business services” segment: 

• Many developers will adopt applications, not individual services. Rather than build up a 

commerce solution from discrete catalog, payment, billing, and other services, developers 

will use a suite or SaaS offerings that integrate those services for them. Time-to-market will 

trump the potential benefits of using best-of-breed components. 

• Many developers will choose services that platform vendors offer. AWS, Google, and 

Microsoft’s platforms now contain dozens of discrete services with many more on the way. 

The resulting platform suites will continue to attract a substantial portion of the spending that 

might otherwise go to independent service providers. 

We expected to find emerging but robust markets for a dozen or so cloud services, but we 

found only three: database, file management, and integration. Each of these is a distinct 

market independent from SaaS and cloud platform services. We rounded out our forecast 

with a “miscellaneous” category to capture revenue from billing, disaster recovery, testing, 

and desktop-as-a-service, each of which is a nascent market facing uncertain future growth. 



 
 

 

 

Key Forces Driving the Public Cloud Business Services Market 

Each of these four cloud business service segments has distinct growth dynamics: 

• Easy technology access for new apps will fuel cloud database growth. New applications, 

some of which address brand-new business needs, are driving the database-as-a-service 

segment. Cloud database services are attractive for relational database and data 

warehousing projects that aren’t worth the cost and hassle of using on-premises enterprise 

databases. And developers working with new sources of data like clickstreams and sensor 

readings tend to go to NoSQL cloud databases first for convenience and elastic scaling. 

Starting in 2014, however, we expect to see a steady rise in use of database-as-a-service that 



 
 

 

cuts into usage of on-premises databases. This deepening cannibalization of on-premises 

database revenues is inevitable as both comfort with cloud databases and their advantages 

for time-to market and scaling expand. We don’t ever expect on-premises databases to go 

away, but we do expect cloud alternatives to make a sizable dent in their future market 

potential. Overall, cloud database management services will rise from $0.6 billion in 2013 to 

$3 billion in 2020. 

• Cloud file management will grow along with content volumes. The amount of content — 

documents, photos, videos, posts, profiles, and digital conversations — in the world doubles 

about every two years — and most of it is stored in files.15 Box, Dropbox, Google Drive, 

Microsoft OneDrive, and similar file storage, sharing, and sync services will grow along with 

these information volumes.16 Dropbox, the biggest of these services, is already generating 

more than $200 million per year, largely from sales to individuals. As enterprises begin to use 

these services in earnest (after a slow start), we expect zooming growth in revenues from 

cloud file services, from $0.8 billion in 2013 to $5.7 billion by 2020. 

• Cloud integration services’ growth is hooked to SaaS adoption. No application is an island. 

Enterprises’ initial adoption of SaaS fueled demand for cloud-based integration services; 

continued SaaS uptake cements strong growth rates for this segment. Cloud-based 

integration products are more attractive than conventional integration solutions for these 

scenarios because they themselves offer the self-service convenience and scaling of cloud 

services. Cloudbased integration services also incorporate features that simplify creation of 

many integration applications, compared with older integration solutions, as well as 

on-premises/cloud hybrid applications.17 As a result, cloud integration services will increase 



 
 

 

from $0.4 billion in 2013 to $4.3 billion in 2020. 

• Other cloud business services face uncertain futures as standalone markets. In our research, 

we evaluated billing-, backup/disaster recovery-, testing-, and desktop-as-a-service 

revenues. Each of these markets is nascent and uncertain. Cloud billing services are likely to 

be absorbed into broader commerce solutions — and become part of the SaaS segment. 

Testing is a use case that contributes to the revenues flowing to public cloud platforms. 

Vendors like Skytap are making testing/QA-as-a-service an SaaS category. Backup/disaster 

recovery-as a-service is nascent and may disappear entirely if customers begin using 

cloud-platform reliability features like availability zones for disaster recovery purposes. Lastly, 

Microsoft’s Windows licensing prices and policies prevent desktop-as-a-service from taking 

off. Collectively, these miscellaneous cloud business services will expand from $0.2 billion in 

2013 to $1.4 billion in 2020. 

 

6. DOX Token 

The DOX Token is used through platform processes and works as a mean of cryptocurrency 

for participation in the marketplace. Each process on the platform has an associated cost 

specified in the Dapp. As processes are carried out on the platform, DOX is transferred from 

one company to another. As a result of executing these processes, the platform will take a 

small charge.  

 

 

Legal Notice: 



 
 

 

You are only allowed to purchase DOX tokens if and by buying DOX tokens you covenant, 

represent, and warrant that you are neither a u.s., Republic of Singapore and Republic of 

China citizen or permanent resident of the United States, Republic of Singapore and Republic 

of China, nor do you have a primary residence or domicile in the United States, including 

Puerto Rico, the U.S. Virgin Islands, Republic of Singapore and Republic of China, and any 

other possessions of the United States, Republic of Singapore and Republic of China. In order 

to buy DOX tokens and by buying DOX tokens you covenant, represent, and warrant that 

none of the owners of the company, of which you are an authorized officer, are U.S., Republic 

of Singapore and Republic of China citizen or permanent resident of the United States, 

Republic of Singapore and Republic of China, nor do you have a primary residence or 

domicile in the United States, including Puerto Rico, the U.S. Virgin Islands, Republic of 

Singapore and Republic of China, and any other possessions of the United States, Republic of 

Singapore and Republic of China. 

 

Legal Disclaimer 

The purpose of this White Paper is to present the DOX project to potential token holders in 

connection with the proposed Token Launch. The information set forth below may not be 

exhaustive and does not imply any elements of a contractual relationship. Its sole purpose is 

to provide relevant and reasonable information to potential token holders in order for them 

to determine whether to undertake a thorough analysis of the company with the intent of 

acquiring DOX tokens. Nothing in this White Paper shall be deemed to constitute a 

prospectus of any sort or a solicitation for investment, nor does it in any way pertain to an 



 
 

 

offering or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities in any jurisdiction. This document is 

not composed in accordance with, and is not subject to, laws or regulations of any 

jurisdiction which are designed to protect investors. 

 

Certain statements, estimates and financial information contained in this White Paper 

constitute forward-looking statements or information. Such forward-looking statements or 

information involves known and unknown risks and uncertainties which may cause actual 

events or results to differ materially from the estimates or the results implied or expressed in 

such forward-looking statements. 

 

This English language White Paper is the primary official source of information about the 

DOX Token Launch. The information contained herein may from time to time be translated 

into other languages or used in the course of written or verbal communications with existing 

and prospective customers, partners etc. In the course of such translation or communication 

some of the information contained herein may be lost, corrupted, or misrepresented. The 

accuracy of such alternative communications cannot be guaranteed. In the event of any 

conflicts or inconsistencies between such translations and communications and this official 

English language White Paper, the provisions of this English language original document shall 

prevail. 

Important Note: As described elsewhere and in this White Paper, DOX Tokens are not being 

designed or sold as currency, securities or any other form of investment product. Accordingly, 

none of the information presented in this White Paper is intended as a solicitation for 



 
 

 

investment, or to form the basis for any investment decision, and no specific 

recommendations are intended. Any interest in purchasing DOX Tokens should be solely for 

use in connection with the token’s utility, as described in this White Paper, and not for any 

other purposes, including, but not limited to, any investment, speculative or other financial 

purposes. 


